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International Politics

1 Analysis of the Goal and Policy of the Trump Administration toward UN Financial System Reform

by Mao Ruipeng

Comparing to the budgets of fiscal year 2016 and 2017，thc budget request of the Trump administration for

2018 sharply cuts the budget for international organizations．As a wind vane of the relationshiD between the U—

nited States and the United Nations，the budget request indicates that this bilateral relationship will go into a pe-

riod of dramatic fluctuation．US financial policies toward theUN serve the aim of strengthening its control over

UN finance issues．There are four concrete goals：realizing the weighted voting system based on illember states’

financial contributions to the I,_．TINI；reducing the ratio of US contribution to theUN budget；promoting theUN

to carry out budget restraint；and changing the obligatory funding to voluntary funding．It is predictable that the

Trump administration will press the UN to reform it financial system through withholding its dues．It will ag-

gregate the financial difficulty of this organization and will lead to new round of fighting among its member

states．The experiences in Reagan and Clinton administrations help us understand the Trump administration’s

policy towards the United Nations berter．

7 External Differentiation in European Integration b1， ChP"liP
With the development of European integration process，external differentiation has become more prominent．EU
external differentiation is defined as non-member states’participation in certain EU policy areas．The main nlod—

els of external differentiation are the European Economic Area(EEA)；Switzerland’s bilateral approach：

Turkey’s customs union and Schengen associate states．External differentiation results from higher interdepend—

ence among the EU and non-members and it also serves as foreign policy instrument for the EU．External diffe卜

entiation extends part of the regulations to non—member states and promotes the integration．Meanwhile，
external differentiation is challenged by non-members’participatory deficit and the fragmentation of the EU

regulations．EU external differentiation is likely to exist for a long time and may be strengthaned after Brexit．

Internatiohal Relations

13 China-ASEAN Relationship against the Background of the Establishment of ASEAN Community

6y 而吆Changping＆zheng Ling

Since the end o f the cold war，The Association o f South-East Asian Nations(ASEAN)has continued to speed

up its integration process．The establishment of ASEAN Community on December 31．2015 marks a new stage

of the development of ASEAN integration．ASEAN community wili effectively coordinate the strength of the

ASEAN countries to strengthen the power and internal cohesion of the ASEAN countries．and make the

ASEAN have greater integrity and autonomy．This is bound to change the traditional behavior patterns and de_

velopment direction ofthe ASEAN．It will also affect the interaction ofthe countries in this region．At the same

time，ASEAN’s“ASEAN Way”will continue to play a role after the establishment of the ASEAN community．

The principle of non--mandatory plays an effective role in the promotion of cooperation and contradiction alle-

viation，but it also would limit the breadth and depth of the ASEAN integration process．Therefore．China

needs to have a clear understanding of the development and change of the ASEAN，and actively face future co—

operation and challenge with the ASEAN in the political，security economic，social，cultural，public

diplomacy fields．
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19 Analysis of Sino-US-ASEAN Triangular Relations by Jiang Chenxian

China，the US，and the ASEAN are the three maj or powers in South East Asia．The frequent interactions a—

mong them in security，economy and politics have made them form a triangular relationship·This pape。u8e5

the triangular theory to study the interaction of the three parties in security，economy and politics areas respe6一

tively and probe the interactive roodels in di fferent fields and finds that the asymmetrical distribution o fpow—

er。1ack of trust and the profit motivation are the main evolutionary dynamics of the triangle·

28 Ev01ution and Effect of the Japanese SDF’s Participation in the UN Peacekeeping Operations

{)7 Li Shuo

Bascd on the Act on Cooperation with the United Nations Peacekeeping Operations and Other Operations a—

dopted in 1992，1apan has placed its SDF’s participation in the UN PKO under the same mechanism with other

international peace cooperation activities．Through several revisions of this act in the past 25 years，Japan has

graduallv increased its SDF’s overseas activities and operation authority in participating international securltY

a ffairs。with totally about 9 UN peacekeeping operations and 5 humanitarian relief operations．Such historical

evolution has had a negative effect on Japanese party politics and the validity o f the constitution．

Relations between China and Other Countries

35 The Function of Identity of China’s Foreign Cooperation Regime

cang-Mekong Cooperation Mechanism

Since Reform and Opening-up，China developed the

————Based on the Example of Lan·-

by Liu Chuanchun

all directional，multi—level，wide scope cooperation with

other countries．While taking part in international regime positively，China has taken the lead to set up a num—

ber of international regimes．China’s Foreign Cooperation Regime has identity function which develops stable

cooDeration relation between China and other countries through dispelling doubts．The identity function is

shown in the following way：building up the platform of dialogue and communication so as to make Chinese

cooperation idea into consensus of rule of regime；setting agenda which promotes the consensus of rule of re。

gime into norms of cooperation；signing agreement which affirms China’s identity in international cooperation

by carrying out obligations positively．

41 The Transformation of the Model of Protection of Overseas Chinese Labor from the Perspective of

Public Goods Theory by Zhan2 Yadi

Protection of overseas labors is an important part of Chinese overseas interests，which is crucial to the develop-

ment of the Belt and Road Initiative，and challenges the Chinese government’s governance capacity．As Chinese

overseas interests develop around the world，non-traditional security threats are increasing daily．There is a big

gap between supply and demand of Chinese overseas labors’security．This analysis points out that traditional

supply mode ofoverseas labors’security has three weaknesses：supply content is incomprehensive，supply mode

lacks variety，and supply actors are unclear．Then，the author extends supply actor，improves the supply con-

tent，and proposes four modes of supply：traditional supply mode which is led by governments，commercial

supply mode which is led by corporations and social supply mode which is led by the third sectors，internation-

al supply mode which is led by intergovernmental organizations based on the hypothesis of“overseas labors se-

curity is a kind of quasi—public goods”．

Th∞retical Probes

49 Deglobalization and its Impact on China’s Foreign Policy by Gao Fei

Along with a series of black swan events in the West in 2016，deglobalization has already emerged as an impor一
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tant phenomenon that has had significant impact on international relations．From anti—globalization in the 1 990s

to today’s deglobalization，from public sentiment to government policy debate．this trend of change is not co-

incidental at a11．The very essence of deglobalization reflects the deep crisis the current system of global govern—

ance is facing．The current phase of globalization is witnessing a transition from neo-liberalism guided global．．

ization to deVelopment．centered globalization．For China，deglobalization is both an opportunity and challenge．

What China should do is to ride on the tide and try to enhance its own power so as to play an active role with its

own comparative edges in this process．At home，China must adopt state intervention policy to alleviate its do—

mestic troubles while promoting international cooperation abroad to turn the disadvantages into positive factors．

Only by doing so，can China make more contributions to its own development and to the construction o f com—

munity of common destiny for all mankind．

56 The Theory of Comparative Regionalism：Development and Challenge by Wang Zhi

Comparative regionalism is a new development in the research of regionalism．Its main purpose is to move be-

yond Euro-centrism by comparing the complex regional institutions and constructing theoretical models to ex—

plain regional institution designs and their effects．On the one hand，comparative regionalism reviews main—

stream regionalist theories and their weaknesses．On the other hand，it constructs eclectic theory based on new

institutional theory and international relations theory．Comparative regionalism has made great progress．How—

ever，it has many problems such as imperfect methodology and assumption，limited research area and balancing

between simpli fication and theoretical explanatory power．What is more important is comparative regionalism

should update its theory．The Community of Common Destiny thought and“the Belt and Road”initiative．

which China has offered，will drive the development of comparative regionalism．

Countries and Re

．2ions63Global Manufacturing Supply Chain Constraints American Foreign Trade Policy

by Yu Fengyan＆Zhu Ying

Trump connects the US trade deficit with manufacturing，promised to renew negotiations on free trade agree-

ments，increase import barriers，bringing j obs back to the United States．This paper argues that recession did

not appear in American manufacturing against the background of global supply chain．The development trend

of the manufacturing industry in the U．S．is the same with that in other developed countries and the perform—

ance of the United States is better than other countries．The objective requirements ofthe global supply chain is

to reduce barriers to trade and investment，the essence o f trade and investment liberalization is to achieve free

flow in the supply chain．The United States is one of the world’s most open economies．If Trump implement

protectionist policies，it will disrupt the global supply chain of American manufacturing and eventually hurt

the American economy．

70 The Origin of Cross National Identity Differences——A Study of Americans of Mexican Descent

by Zhao Zhipeng＆Xiaoke

The identi fication of ethnic minorities in multi—ethnic countries often presents the problem of hierarchical

di fferences，among which the di fference between ethnic identity and national identity is particularly signi fl-

cant．The identity di fferences o fcross-border ethnic groups tend to cause identity crisis in their populated court-

tries，just as the United States has always suffered from the conflict between ethnicl and national consciousness．

In the face of complex cross-border ethnic identity，it is an effective way to clarify the problem by tracing the

source，through the study ofMexican American transnational ethnic groups，the main source ofidentity differ-

ence is：the wavering in the choice of the object of identity，identity conversion towards the basis of identity

and consensus and difference in view of identification results．
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